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Once considered as noise arising from the use of coherent light sources, and in particular the laser, the speckle phenomenon has shown unique potentialities as a tool in many optical metrology applications. Many techniques have emerged over the past 50 years that use speckles as their underlying carrier of information such as amplitude and phase of a sample under study. These data can be displayed on a map with millions of points of valuable information from which scientists and engineers may obtain physical and mechanical parameters without the need to interact destructively with the sample. Today most of these laser-based techniques have reached maturity and are being used in a broad range of applications to perform metrology from meters to subnanometers.

Thus, the objective for this special section is to gather a collection of papers that show recent advances extending the state-of-the-art of speckle fundamentals and their applications in metrology.

Twenty papers deal with metrology based on the speckle effect related to objects or scenes of interest. A first range of techniques is based on interferometry: speckle interferometry, shearing speckle interferometry (also known as shearography), and digital holographic interferometry. A total of 12 papers present either research works in new fringe/phase processing in interferometry or applications in a wide variety of domains: from nanoscale to large-scale objects, at various optical wavelengths. A second category comprising 9 papers makes use of noninterferometric techniques, where correlation between two speckle fields at different instants/positions of the object or processing of a series of speckle images for extracting features in a scene is used. Data fusion between interferometric and noninterferometric methods is discussed in one paper.

For some cases when speckle is noise it can compromise imaging or process information: four papers are devoted to novel strategies for limitation or suppression of speckle in imaging, holographic reconstruction, or metrology.

One paper addresses the change of speckle after transmission through a fiber as a measurement sensor.

The remaining papers present various applications where speckle is present in images and its effect is discussed. They concern observation through turbid media, high-speed velocimetry, wavefront sensing, deformations by coordinate measurement methods, and modulation transfer function measurements.

No doubt, this collection of papers impressively demonstrates that, although known for half a century, the speckle phenomenon is still an area of active research in a wide variety of fields ranging from fundamental optics to industrial applications of optical metrology. We hope that this special section will encourage researchers to dedicate their future activities to achieve further progress in this fascinating field of optics.
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